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INTRODUCTION
Total body irradiation (TBI) and its detrimental effect on the blood and  
bone marrow cause depletion of the bone marrow stem cells and  
progenitor cells leading to loss of hematopoietic and immune function.1  
The signaling lymphocytic activation molecules (SLAM) help in the  
identification of hematopoietic stem cells and their subsequent subpopu-
lations in the bone marrow.2 CD48, CD150 and CD244 are the SLAM 
markers of hematopoietic population expressed on the T cells, B cells,  
monocytes, macrophages and play an important role in adaptive  
immune response.3-4 CD150 along with CD48 associates with src homology  
2- domain- containing tyrosine phosphatase (SHP-2) which is thought 
to be involved in signal transduction.3 CD48 plays a role in adhesion and  
T cell recognition.3 CD244.2 belongs to the CD2 family of proteins  
expressed on all natural killer (NK) cells.5 CD244 along with CD48 
is needed for the IL-2 driven expansion and activation of murine NK 
cells.6 Upon antibody mediated ligation or engagement by CD48, the  
CD244 gets recruited to the membrane microdomains at NK cell  
immunological synapse (NKIS) and the immunoreceptor tyrosine  
based switch motifs (ITSMs) become phosphorylated initiating a signaling  
cascade resulting in NK cell cytotoxicity and secretion of cytokines7-8 The 
individual expression of these markers could also provide information 
about cell signaling and inflammation in response to ionizing radiation.
Carica papaya (L.) leaf extract has shown thrombopoietic activity  
in dengue infections.9 Also it has been proven to have anticlastogenic 

and antiproliferative effects in mice.10 Diallyl disulphide (DADS) is a  
component of garlic which has also been proven to have anti-cancer and 
anticlastogenic potential.11 In the present study individual circulating  
levels of SLAM markers in response to electron beam radiation and  
the protective effects of Carica papaya (L.) and DADS intervention is 
evaluated.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
The study was ethically approved by the institutional animal ethics com-
mittee of K S Hegde Medical Academy, Nitte University. Inbred male 
Swiss albino mice, 6-8 weeks old, weighing 25± 5g were used for the 
study. 
FITC anti-mouse CD48 (Cat#103403), PE anti-mouse CD150 (Cat#115903)  
and PE-Cy7 anti-mouse CD244.2 (Cat#133511) were purchased from 
Biolegend Inc. San Diego. Diallyl disulphide was purchased from TCI  
chemicals pvt. ltd., Japan. The aqueous leaf extract of papaya was  
prepared from the locally grown ‘pusa’ variety.
The mice were fed orally with 100mg/kg body weight of papaya leaf  
extract and 10mg/kg body weight of DADS. These doses were optimized 
for maximum survival at high radiation doses. The extract and DADS  
were administered to individual groups for 5 consecutive days with  
respective control groups. On the 5th day, the mice were exposed to 6Gy 
of electrons radiation at the Radiotherapy unit of NLNSM cancer hospital  
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at a dose rate of 3Gy/min at a source to target distance of 100cm. The  
blood was collected within 24h after irradiation and processed for flow 
cytometry analysis.

Flow cytometry analysis
Whole blood (50 µL) was aliquated into different Falcon tubes and 10 µL 
of specific antibody was added (as per the instruction of manufacturer) 
to different tubes, mixed thoroughly and incubated in dark for 30 mins 
at room temperature. Later, 1mL of BD cell lysis buffer (1X) was added 
and kept for 15 mins at room temperature. The samples were centrifuged  
for 5 mins at 3000rpm and the supernatant was discarded. The cell  
pellets were then suspended with 1mL phosphate buffered saline (PBS) 
(BD; 1X) and centrifuged at 3000rpm for 5 mins. The supernatant was 
discarded and the cell pellets were re-suspended in 1mL PBS and the 
samples were acquired in BD FACS Calibur flow cytometer. The data of 
10,000 cells were recorded. The data of expression of SLAM markers on 
the mononuclear cell population and the granulocyte cell populations 
was analyzed using Cell Quest Pro software. The differences between the 
groups were determined using the statistical software PRISM 6.0.

RESULTS
The difference in percentage lymphocyte count and granulocyte count 
between different groups is shown in Figures 1(A) and 1(B). There is 
a significant decrease (p<0.05) in the percentage of lymphocytes seen 
with radiation control (RC) when compared to the normal control group 
(NC) and between DADS treatment prior irradiation group (DR) when 
compared to DADS control group (DC). There is significant increase 
(p<0.05) in the percent granulocytes in radiation control group (RC) 
when compared to the control group. A significant increase (p<0.01) in 
percent granulocyte count is seen with the DADS treatment prior irra-
diation group (DR) when compared to the DADS control group (DC). 
The CD48 expression by granulocytes and lymphocytes with papaya  
extract and DADS intervention is shown in Figures 2 (A), 2(B), 2(C) and 
2(D). A significant decrease (p<0.05) in the CD48 expression of granu-
locytes is seen in the radiation control group (RC) in comparison to the 
normal control group (NC). A significant rise (p<0.01) is seen in the  
CD48 expression of the granulocytes with DADS treatment prior  
irradiation (DR) when compared to DADS control (DC). 
The CD150 expressed by granulocyte and lymphocyte with papaya  
extract and DADS intervention is shown in Figures 3(A), 3(B), 3(C) and 
3(D). A significant increase (p<0.05) in the granulocyte CD150 expression  
with DADS treatment prior irradiation group (DR) is seen when  
compared to the DADS control (DC) group. 

Figure 1a and 1b: Showing the percent granulocyte and lymphocyte count in 
untreated group (NC), radiation control (NR), papaya extract control (CC) and 
papaya treatment prior irradiation group (CR), DADS control (DC) and DADS 
treatment prior irradiation group (DR).

Figure 2: 2(A) showing the comparison of percent granulocyte CD48  
expression between the groups; Figure 2(B) showing the comparison of  
percent lymphocyte CD48 expression; Figure 2(C) showing the comparison of  
percent lymphocyte CD48 expression; Figure 2(D)– showing the comparison 
of percent lymphocyte CD48 expression Untreated group (NC), radiation  
control (NR), papaya extract control (CC) and papaya treatment prior irradiation  
group (CR); DADS control (DC) and DADS treatment prior irradiation group (DR).

Figure 3: 3(A) showing the comparison of percent granulocyte CD150 expres-
sion; Figure 3(B).jpg – showing the comparison of percent granulocyte CD150 
expression; Figure 3(C)– showing the comparison of percent lymphocyte 
CD150 expression; Figure 3(D)– showing the comparison of percent lympho-
cyte CD150 expression; between the untreated group (NC), radiation control 
(NR), papaya extract control (CC) and papaya treatment prior irradiation group 
(CR); DADS control (DC) and DADS treatment prior irradiation group (DR).

The granulocyte and lymphocyte expression of CD244.2 with papaya  
extract and DADS intervention is shown in Figures 4(A), 4(B), 4(C) and 
4(D). In DADS treatment prior irradiation (DR) compared to radiation 
control (RC) the CD244.2 expression in granulocytes is significantly  
lowered (p<0.05). The CD244.2 expression on the lymphocytes is  
increased significantly (p<0.01) in radiation control (RC) and in 
C.papaya treatment prior irradiation (CR) group when compared to 
their respective control groups.

DISCUSSION
In the blood, the response to radiation is rapidly observed in cell count, 
under and over expression of certain cell specific immune function.11 
Thus blood is the ideal target for radiation biodosimetry. The expression  
of specific cell type in response to radiation may activate the inflamma-
tory pathway leading to immune suppression and apoptosis. A significant  
immune suppression was seen in non-small cell lung cancer that mani-
fests decreased lymphocyte count and depression of natural killer activity  
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severe immune suppression by killing CD8 T cells.20 Immune cell popu-
lations respond differently depending upon which compartment they are 
in.21 In studies combining radiotherapy and immunotherapy, NK cells  
sensitize the tumor cells to radiation and the radiation sensitizes the  
tumor cells to NK cell attack.22 It was also observed that CD244.2  
mediates NK/NKT-like cell activation with its mediated signaling  
contributing both positively and negatively to viral clearance and immune  
mediated diseases.23 Our results indicate a rise in the CD244.2 levels in  
radiation control group which may be the cause of immunological  
suppression seen in our previous studies.10 This could be attributed to its 
role as an NK cell activator which was reduced in response to C. papaya  
and DADS treatment prior irradiation. The C. papaya and DADS  
treatment prior irradiation has shown to reduced CD244.2 levels also 
correlates with the protective effects seen in the hematological and cyto-
genetic parameters studied previously.10

CONCLUSION
The present study suggests a potential increase in the percentage of 
CD244.2+ lymphocytes in response to electron beam radiation and a 
comparative decrease in the percentage of CD244.2+ lymphocytes in 
C.papaya leaf extract and DADS intervention. Thus, CD244.2+ could be 
a potential target for radiation biodosimetry and also a therapeutic target 
for radioprotectors. Also, the other SLAM markers in combination can 
be used to determine the HPC population in bone marrow and circula-
tion with respect to different doses of ionizing radiation. CD244.2 and 
CD48 might play an important role in cell signaling and inflammation in 
response to ionizing radiation.
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